You must first be logged into your account and registered to bid on desired sale

Go to your desired sale and click ## LOTS. Please note you will not be able to bid on item until the sale is open.

You can place a max bid

We have an Auto Max Bid System. Your bid will only go up if someone bids against you. Note here the bid is at $10 but the bidders max is $50

If you are outbid. It will show like this. This means you have to bid again or you will not get the item, because you bid $40 and the current bid is $50, someone else is on at $50.

Instant outbidding means someone else has a max bid and the computer is auto bidding for them.

This means someone had a Max Bid placed at that bid price before you, the computer will take bids on a first come first serve basis, Please bid one more time and you will likely be winning bidder!

How to Bid Online

GO TO WWW.TEAMAUCTIONS.COM OR DOWNLOAD OUR APP ON YOUR MOBILE DEVICE VIA THE GOOGLE PLAY STORE OR THE APPLE STORE
Bidding on a phone, computer or app has different views:

**Computer**

Select the bid amount you want and hit the bid button.

**Phone-Browser**

Down to the last 60 seconds?

If you or someone else bids in the last 60 seconds, the bidding will extend for another 60 seconds giving the opportunity for a true auction bidding war!

Don’t forget to Refresh your browser for the most up to date information.

**APP**

Make sure to “Dismiss” the use of cookies message or you won’t be able to bid.

Select the bid amount you want and hit Submit.

Select the bid amount you want and hit the Submit button.